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PART I 

INTRODUCTlON TO THE TRIP 

This field trip has been planned mainly to examine p,lIaeochannels that formed parts of wet fluvial fans 
in the Loranca Basin, central Spain. Gypsum deposits ·,viti1 chert will be al so visited in order to observe 
important bioturbation structurl!; especiaIly. The Loranca Basin was filled in Late Cretaceous to Late 
Tertiary times, by a thick sequence of continental sediments , and these were locally folded along with the 
under1ying marine mesozoic rocks. 

The examples chosen for this trip belong lo wet fluvial fans which correspond lo two different 
stratigraphic unils each with unconformable lower limits. The age of the lower unit ranges from Late 
Oligocene to Early Miocene, and the upper unit is entirely of Early Miocene age. 

The fluvial fans have their apexes on the south-east margin of the Loranca Basin. Study of their 
evolution, field mapping relationships and palaeocurrents indicates that transport in these systems was to 
the north. The two fans differ rnainly in size and outline, probably due to variations of climatic factors and 
basin configuration with time. 

Each channel complex has been interpreted with the help of fluvial models. Geometries, sequences and 
processes that have been described in recent low sinuosity rivers, have been recognized and analysed in lhe 
outcrops. As far as high sinuosity meandering rivers are con cerned , the outcrops provide more geomctrical 
information than is generally available for present-day rivers. \ 

, 
2. STRUCTURE OF THE BASIN 

The Loranca Basin is a marginal , molas~e-filled depression , onglOating from folding developed 
between the Iberian Chain and the cratonic block of the Castilian Meseta. 

The Loranca Basin has an oval outcrap pattern (Fig. 1), and is e10ngat ed along a north-south axis. The 
western basin margin is defined by the thrust belt of the Sierra de Altomira, where the mesozoic caver has 
been thrust over the basement and its immediate covering. Décollement generally occurred within the 
«Triassic Keuper facies», but drilling shows that stratigraphic units are repeated by bedding faults which 
young successively towards the east. 

Geophysical exploration reveals a large depression in the mesozoic strata and basement, which lies 
between the thrust-belt and the folded Iberian Chain which forms the eastern limit of the Loranca Ba.,in. 

Within the basin, both pre- and syn-tectonic sediments are seen to be affected by folding when they are 
revealed at the oulcrap beneath the younger Tertiary deposits . Along the western f1anks these folds may be 
fauJted. Further, the folds have a NNE-SSW strike alignment, in the north, pa~sing into a NW-SSE 
orientation in the south. The fold vergence is towards the wes!. 

The tcctonic slructures of the Mesozoic carbonate formations originate from shcar stresses or pressure
-dissolution. Structural analysis allows the recognition of ¡hree stages of compression that occurred during 
Tertiary sedimentation. These phases of compression initiated the folding and thrusting of the sedimentary 
cover . 

Further structural evidence indicates sinistral strike-slip movement along NE-SW trending basement 
faults, located beneath both the thrust-belt and basin. 

3. STRATIGRAPHY 

Although the general stratigraphy of lhe Loranca Basin has been discussed in a number of publications 
(Vilas-Minondo and Pérez-González, 1971; Meléndez-Hevia, 1971; Viallard, 1973; Díaz-Molina, 1974; 'l 
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Fig. l. Locatio ll mar of the Loranca Basin . 

García-Abbad, 1975; Díaz-Molina and López-Martínez, 1979), some points need modification and further 
work is still in progress. 

The stratigraphy of the basin can be summarized on the basis 01' structural, sedimentological and 
paleontological data. Four major units haye been differentiated (Fig. 2); they lack a formal nomenclatufe 
but allow an approach to the definition of the depositional systems, and this is particularly yaluablc in a 
basin where so many facies changes exist. 

The first paleontological results were published by Crusafont and Quintero (1971), Crusafont and 
Aguirre (1973), Diaz-Molina and López-Martínez (1979); new data haye since been obtained by Daams, 
Lacomba and López-Martínez (in press), and other eyen more recent results haye been used in this tex¡l . 

In figure 2, where the stratigraphic units are represented, the ages were determined mainly on roden! 
faunas. Only the most important paleontologicallocalities haye been quoted in figure 2. 

The first continental unit oyerlying the marine mesozoic rocks is the Basal Unit. This unir is no! very 
well known yet, partly because the outcrops are scarce. It mainly consists 01' mudstones and gypsum. The 
mud is thought to have been supplied by alluyial systems, and gypsum is interpreted as playa-Iake material. 
The greatest thickness measured in this unit is 350 m. Its age ranges from the Late Cretaceous probably into 

. the Early Eocene. 
The Lower unit (Fig. 2) contains channelized bodies composed 01' conglomerate , sand and.sandstone. 

These palaeochannels occur is silty clay sediments and most of them have been interpreted as lo\\' sinuosity 
riyers (Diaz-Molina, 1978) . This lithologic association passes upwards into gypsiferous mudrocks or 
lacustrine limestones. This unit is thought lo ha ve formed in yarious enyironments dominated by a wet 
fluvial fan. The greatest exposed thickness of this unit is 170 m. There is a fossillocality clase to its base I hat 
indicates an Eocene agé (Rhenanian) . 

(l) The lalesl dala are being oblained by paleontologisl s still working in the area. 
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The palaeochannels to be visited 011 thi~ trip are part of two different depositional systems: the Tórtola 
and Valdeganga wet fluvial fans (Fig. 2). These depositional systems have been named aft.cr localities close 
lo their apexes. The Tórtola fan was the only depositional system filling the Loranca Basin from tITe Late 
Oligocene to the Early Miocene (Fg. 2), and with its associated environments it forms the Upper Unit of the 
basin. In contrast, at the time of the Valdeganga fan, in the Early Miocene, other depositional systems 
contributed to the deposition of the Terminal Unit of the basin. The Terminal Unit has been divided into 
three su~units. Subunit 1 corresponds to the sedimentation of several fans of which the Valdeganga fan is 
the greatest. Subunits 2 and 3 consist of alluvial and lacustrine sediments. The greatest thicknesses, in 
outcrop, of the Tórtola and Valdeganga systems are 600 m and 160 m respectively. 

The Tórtola and Valdeganga fan sediments are not typical of the alluvial deposits of arid regions. The 
fans appear to have been wet fluvial fans analogous to the model described by Schumm (1977). In contrast 
with the dry fan model, wet fluvial fans form by perennial stream flow . 

In the Tórtola and Valdeganga fans, the type of sediment transport indicates relative1y abundant 
runoff. At times the runoff may have been perennial and limited to restricted areas of the fan. The whole 
fan surface was probably active only during high flood events. 

4. MAPPING OF THE DEPOSITIONAL SYSTEMS 

The apexes of the Tórtola and Valdeganga fans were very close to each other. In both cases the source 
areas were located to the south of the Castilian branch of the Iberian Chain. 

The apex of the Tórtola fan has been partially eroded and it was al so covered in part by the Valdeganga 
fan apex. Its location has been reconstructed mapping the remains of conglomerate bodies that filled up 
folds in the mesozoic rocks of the south-east margin of the basin (Fig. 3). The channelized area occupies 
much of the Loranca Basin and extends into the Madrid Basin where it has been covered by more modern 
.~ediments (Fig. 3). The longest fan radius exceeds 110 km; with time the fan radius decreased and distal 
deposits including gypsums extended into the northern area of the basin: 

The Valdeganga fan was shorter than the Tórtola fan, its greatest radius reaching aproximately 50 km. 
The Valdeganga fan apex is well preserved and can be seen at Valdeganga, and along the Jucar River, Valley. 
The most distal facies were ago in gypsum-bearing deposits. 

The fan outlines were tectonically controlled. The Tórtola fan was deposifed after an intra-Oligocene 
deformational event, and overlies the previous sediments of the basin with onlap. Tectonic deformation al so 
occurs during the deposition of the Tórtola fan, as shown by progressive discordance on the flanks of sorne 
anticlinal folds (Figs. 4 and 5). The fan formed in a synclinorium, and the internal folds of the basin were 
topographic thresholds controlling the lateral distribution of the channe1ized areas, that were located in the 
deeper synclines (Fig. 5). Because of this structural control, the Tórtola fan did not reach part of the south
west margiri of the basin, where the muItiple channel system was replaced laterally by floodbasin, lacustrine 
or evaporitic sediments. . 

The Valdeganga fan was also deposited after a phase of deformation, but the folds were of less 
amplitude. Because of that and of its smaller size, the facies distribution was not so strongly influenced by 
the topography of the basin (Fig. 5). Nevertheless the Valdeganga fan could not extend towards the south, 
where there was an uplift of the basin (Fig. 3) . 

5. TORTOLA FAN 

The proximal conglomerate bodies of the Tórtola system can be examined in the Tórtola and Valeria 
synclines. Detailed mapping reveals that the fan apex occupies a present-day synclinorium with a south-east 
to north-west trend (Fig. 3). 

In the Tórtola area, two megasequences are present, with overall clast size and bed thickness decreasing 
upwards . Although the sediments belong to the proximal facies they represenL only a fraction of Lhe fan 
apex, most of which has been eroded or covered. The conglomerates show facies reflecting both mass 
transport and tractive current. . 
. The distributary pattern is based on mapping, and analysis of palaeocurrent (Fig. 3) and variations in 

river type and depth (Díaz-Molina, 1979). These variations relate to the position of the channe1s in the 
distributary pattern. In contrast, to the north of the Loranca Basin, where the channel system passes to Lhe 
Madrid Basin (Fig. 3), mapping and palaeocurrents indicate a tributary, rather than distributary, pattern. 

There is a general change from low to high sinuosity river type, between the proximal area of the 
Tórtola fan and the centre of the Loranca Basin, whereas there is an opposite general change in facies 
models from the high to the low sinuosity rivers to the north, where the system passes to the Madrid Basin. 
In this area the discharge in the channels could have been higher because of the tributary pattern, this 
increase could have caused also an increase in both meander wavelength and channel width (Schumm, 1977, . 
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Fig. 4. Pan'Oramic view 'Of the Uppcr and Terminal Units, eastern f1ank 'Of the Pareja anticline. 1, Upper Unit. 2, Terminal Unil . 

p. 134). The new change to low sinuosity models is accompanied by a noticeable growth of channel density 
from the Buendia locality to the north, along the Sierra de Altomira eastern flank, and this could have becn 
produced by the lateral concentration of the channels of the system in that area. 

The transition to more distal facies cannot be studied directly, because of lack of outcrop, but can be 
inferred from the vertical sequence. The upward transition to gypsum deposits is quick (Fig. 5), and- appears 
to represent the raising of base level, probably as a consequence of tectonic movements. 

The fluvial plain sediments are formed mainly by silty clays and palaeochannels that are fiHed with 
conglomerates and sandstones. There are al so silty and sandy sheets, interpreted as overbank deposits (Fig . 
6 A and B), as well as marls and limestones that accumulated in lakes and ponds. Palcosoils are relatively 
scarce, and those that are present, include calcareous types and others that have been formed from silty or 
sandy parent materials, and show prismatic structures and gleying colours. 

The upward transition involves the appearance of gypsum crystals in the silty clays, on the one hand, 
and the increasing occurrence of gypsum cement in the sandstones, on the other. These sediments then pass 
upward to alternating silty clays and gypsum beds and finally to thick gypsum deposits. Silty and sandy 
sheet s cemented by gypsum could correspond to stream mouth deposits. They can be stacked, but are not 
members of bed sequences. 

The gypsum cement raises difficulties in the study of the facies evolution. The gypsum may have 
replaced and therefore disguised the previous material s in which it grew. Nevertheless, channel models can 
be deduced from the geometry. , 

There is a slight upwards decrease of palaeochannels depth, and meandering streams 3 m deep 
continue, to the thick gypsum deposits. However minor palaeochannels between 1 and 0.30 m deep also 
appear. 

The upwards and downstream evolution just discussed has been represented in figure 7, although this 
only represents an active channel at one particular stage. The stage shown would be typical of the situacion 
just before a flood, and would vary strongly, even in the short time in which a flood event takes place. 

Clays with gypsum crystals and gypsum deposits do not only develop upwards but also in areas lateral 
to the fluvial plain of the fan, where the situation was controlled by the topography of the basin floor (Figs. 
3 and 5). 

6. VALDEGANGA FAN 

In the fan apex coarse conglomerates oceur, forming a thick distinct body that can be seen between the 
locality of Vafdeganga and the Jucar River Valley (Fig. 8). The Jucar River cuts this proximal facies 
perpendicular to the fan axis. The conglomeratic body is composed of stacked and imbricate palaeochannels 
(Fig. 8 A) that have beenJilled with facies left by traction currents (Fig. 8 B). The conglomeratic body passes 
radially into individual channel bodies contained in a silty clay matrix. As the conglomerates evolve to finer 
grained sediments there is al so a change in channel models, and deposits left by high sinuosity rivers appear, 
mainly in the lateral parts of the fan. 
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Fig. 6. Marginal overbank deposits. A, amalgamated sandstone shcets interbedded with fine sediments, showing c\imbing ripple cross
-stratification. B, sandy body with triangular cross-section, probably a Icvee deposit. 
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Fig. 8. Valdeganga fan proximal facies. A, the conglomera te body is composed of stacked palaeochannels. B, the channels have been fi
Hed with traction current deposits. 
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The Valdeganga fan is ver)' similar in its general eharaeteristics to the Tórtola fan, and it could be 
eonsidered as the same depositional system evolving with time. 

There is no general upwards evolution in ehannel models •. b~ut there are changes that could have been 
caused by latera1.displacement of the most active zone of the fan. Facies associations and evolution are 

. comparable to thos'e described for the Tórtola fan (Fig. 7). 
The transition to the gypsum deposits can be observed in the western fringe of the fan, but it is 

necessary to realise (hat these fan deposits are not those of the main zone of channel aetivity, which, in this 
case, has been 19st by erosiono The transitiol1s can be compared with those observed in other aneient 
examples (Friend, 1978), showing a downstream decrease of river depth, the rivers finalIy leaving sandy and 
silty sheets. As in the Tqrtola fan, these sheets do not form bed sequenees, but are similar to overbank 
depos,its and associated with silty clays with gypsum erystals. 

7. THE P AI"AEOCHANNELS 

The palaeochannel models of both depositional systems, Tórtola and Valdeganga, can be summarized 
together. Sorne general features in the palaeochannels belonging to both systems wiU first be mentioned: 
good preservation of the sedimentary structures, upward variations in palaeochannel sizes and models and 
the presence of repetitive facies models. 

The primary sedimentary structures may be disturbed by water escape structures, that normalIy appear in 
fine to medium grained sand. They are of the three kinds distinguished by Lowe (1975): hydroplastic 
deformation (Fig. 9 A), -liquefaction and fluidization. Sometimes only one kind is present but frequently 
they appear together: The hydroplastic deformation has often been produced by the intrusion of fluidized 
sand (Fig. 9 B). When these features have affected the whole fill of a palaeochannel, the fluvial model may 
be deduced only from its geometry. 

The palaeochannel models of the Tórtola and Valdeganga fans can be divided into two groups, those of 
low and high sinuosity, though there are sorne intermediate cases. The geometry of high and low sinuosity 
river deposits was summarized by Moody-Stuart (1966), but the Loranea Basin exposures permit a more 
detailed analysis of the internal and external geometry of the high sinuosity river deposits (Díaz-Molina, 
1984). 

Conglomeratic channel fills always appear to be braided deposits , but sandy fills, varying from coarse 
to fine grained sand, may correspond to either low or high sinuosity fluvial models. The palaeochannel 
depth is not related to the fluvial mode\. 

In both Tórtola and Valdeganga systems the greatest difficulty is the integration of a fan model of rhé 
vertical variations in channel model and sizes. Though the lateral changes can be interpreted, the upward 
arrangement appears to be random. 

High sinuosity palaeochannels become more abundant gradually from the apex, althotigh in most of 
the sections, even in distal areas, there are also low sinuosity palaeochannels. So both models are generally 
present in one section, though depending on the loeation in the fan area one model will predominate . 

A change from the low to the high sinuosity model can be recognized in the western lateral areas of both 
the Tórtola and Valdeganga fans. In the Tórtola system this change is visible along the eastern flanks of 
sorne anticlines, and it is accompanied by a great decrease in channel depth. The predominant deposits are 
sections of meander loop. In the Valdeganga system the same change has been observed, though the channel 
depth decrease is less accentuated. These lateral changes could indicate differences in the hydrologic regime 
of the channels of the distributary system. 

The upward changes in fluvial models have not been interpreted because of several difficulties. The first 
problem is the lack of stratigraphic correlation in fluvial sediments; correlations would be necessary to 
determine whether upward changes in palaeochannel models occur in all the depositional system or whether 
they are related only to differences in the location of the centres of fan activity. The second difficulty is the 
variation in channel sizes, to be expected in a distributive pattern, but that introduces another variable in the 
upward analysis. And lastly, the possibility of several changes of models along the same river must be 
considered. 

The variations in channel depth in the high' sinuosity deposits, range from 1 m to up 10 m, deduced 
from point bar bodies. In the low sinuosity palaeochannels it is necessary to distinguish between two kinds 
of examples, one that corresponds to the braided pattern and another characterized by a continuous vertical 
aggradation without internal scoured surfaces. It is difficult to estimate the palaeoehannel depth from the 
braided examples, firstly beca use the upward stacked palaeochannels may belong to different individual 
channels of the distributary system, and secondly because of the dynamies of the braided rivers. Braided 
·palaeoehannel depths in sorne examples with good outerops vary between 1 and 15 m. The average thlckness 
of palaeoehannels with a continuous vertical aggradation ranges from 0.3 m to 7 m in the examples 
measured so far. 
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Fil:. 10. Critcria al lhe braided ,iver model. A, imbri~~t e minor <:h~nnek 13, channel incision 011 bar,;. 
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Fig. 11. Preserved braid bar deposits. A, linguoid or longitudinal bar where the depositional convex up geometry has only been slightly 
eroded. B, sand flat sequence. 
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8. BRAIDED PALAEOCHANN'ELS 

Sorne examples can be identified as braided on the basl~ eif three eriteria: the presence of minor 
imbrieate ehannels (Fig. 10 A), ehannel incisions on sandy bars (Fi!:,. 10 B) and the preservation of bed fo(ms 
that are characteristie of the building of alluvial islands (Fig. 11 A and B). 

The imbrieate ehannels vary in size and filling. They are interpreted as the result of aggradation in a 
eomposite-stream river (AlIen, 1965; Williams and Rust, 1969). Sandy bars are not limited to the braided 
model, but ehannel ineisions on bars are an effeet of the varying diseharge regimes that produce dissected 
bed-forms and braiding (Smith, 1971; Jones, 1977; BIodgett and Standley, 1980). 

The most conspieuous feature in these ancient examples is the preservation of composite bed-forms that 
are interpreted as islands. The preservation of these bed-forms in the stratigraphic records is not eommon, 
and thought to have been produeed by rapid baekfilling of the ehannels. 

All these features oceur in braided palaeoehannels of the Loranca Basin. The eriteria of the braided 
mode! are examined in sorne examples, and the origin of eertain struetures and sequen ces are discussed. 

9. LOW SINUOSITY PALAEOCHANNELS WITH VERTICAL ACCRETlON 

These palaeoehannels have been infilled with one or more depositional units (Fig. 12). The dcpositional 
units can be fining upward sequences, or single eosets of r.ross stratification, of large or small scale. Where 
tÍlere are several superimposed units, ,they are tabular bodies separated by flat surfaees (Fig. 12 b). 

These examples differ from braided river deposits in laeking minor channel incisions on the river bed. 
The aggradational response may result from a ehange in base level down-stream, assoeiated with flood 
events (Díaz-Molina, 1978). When the palaeochannel filling consists of one sedimentary unit (Fig 12 a) the 
channel backfilling can be considered a \eontinuous proeess. 

a b 

~......-..--~ 
1 2 

DSand ~ S mall sea le eross stratifiecition 

Silty elay ~ Lorge seale eross strotifieotion 

cP c::f Lag deposit 

Fig. 12. Types of lo w sinuosity palaeochannels with venical accretion . 

10. HIGH SINUOSITY-RIVER DEPOSITS 

High sinuosity rivers left point bar deposits (Fig. 13 A dnd B), in which the general eharacteristics are 
those of the cJassie model summarized by Moody-Stuart (1966). 

In these examples the sequenee of a single point bar deposit is fining upwards, and two units can be 
distingllished. The lower unit consists of coarse 10 medium-grained sand and the upper one of fine sands to 
silt. The sedimentary structures ofthese units have been represented in fig. 14 a. These structures were made 
by bed forms that moved uplhe point bar, aceording to the helicoidal flow model, but in a few example'i of 
the down-stream end of a point bar body, the structures moved towards ehannel bed. Lateral aecretion 
sur faces are always present in the upper unit and are less frequent in the lower one. In contrast , sedimentary ' 
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Hg. 13. Mc¡¡ndtr loop dC[lOsiu. A, lu!crally accrctcd POil11 bar dCIIOS it5. U, Ilccrctinll lopogr~Jlhy of serol! bars on poim bar dcposits. 
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structures are well preserved in the lower unit but not in the upper one, where sorne pedogenetic proéesses 
can be distinguished. Nevertheless, ripple cross bedding is frequent in many upper unit examples. Similar 
features have been observed in the Lower Montañana point bars (Puigdefabregas and Van Vliet, 1978). 

Variations in the sequen ces appear lo be related to river depth. For illstance, point bar deposils of 
shallower channels were sometimes deposited in facies similar to the upper units just described (Fig. 14 b). 

There are two extreme geometries that correspond respectively to transverse and longitudinal seclions 
of the meander loop. In a transverse section the point bar body has a sigmoidal geometry (Fig. 15 a), but in a 
longitudinal section it shows a lenticular geometry, convex upwards, or it has a trapezoidal outline, 
depending on the nearness to the inner bank (Fig. 15 b). If the longitudinal section has cut the inner bank the 
whole body is biconvex (Fig. 16). 

The geometry of deposits left by high sinuosity rivers is sometimes more complex, because of the 
growth ofthe meander bend and changes in its migration. If the displacement direction is steady a new point 
bar body rests conformably against a prevoius one. The new point bar is distinguished by changes in its 
vertical thickness, probably associated with variation in the hydrologic regime that affected the channel 
depth. 

If there was a change in the displacement direction, the point bar bodies are bounded by discordances. 
The discordances could be considered meander-bend reactivation surfaces (Díaz-Molina, 1978 and 1984). 

There are two kinds of reactivation surfaces: 
- Erosiona\. When the underlying point bar has bl~ell eroded and the overlying point bar may be either 

cmformable to the reactivation surface or not. (Figs. 15 c and 17 A and B). 
- Non erosiona\. ffthe undedying point bar has not been eroded and the reactivation surface coincides 

with its depositional topography. 
The relations between these surfaces, bed set geometry and variations in the migration of point bars 

developed side by side have been deduced from these outcrops. Sorne geometric models showing these 
relations are represented in figure 15. Onlaps could have been produced by lhe expansion or translation o fa 
meander bend (Fig. 15 d). 

The lateral extent of the sandy bodies depended both 011 the rate of migration and the presence of other 
sediment bodies nearby, not only point bars but also meander loop complexes. The overall geometry is 

'irregular, and never tabular, particularly because of the undulations of the upper surface. 

SEQUENCE O 

2 

SEQUENCE b 

Dsand and silt /' Small scole cross stratification 

~ Large scole planar cross stratifieation 
Silty elay 

~ Large scole trough cross stratifieation 

~o Lag. deposit 

Fig. 14. Examples or point bar sequences . 
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Fig. 16. Longitudinal seclion 01' meanuer loop . 

11. DISTAL GYPSUM DEPOSITS 

Gypsum deposits do not develop only upwards but also laterally to the fluvial plain of the fans. The 
clastic deposits (wet fans) and their evolution to the gypsum deposits may seem an apparent incongruity. It 
could be explained taking into account the following items: 

- The so urce rack is very rich in gypsum deposits (Late Cretaceous racks and the Triassic Keuper facies) 
and so the rack weathering supplies a large amount of solutes to the running water. AII this makes it 
possible for a new gypsum precipitation to appear in the Tertiary basin. 

- Sometimes, in these Tertiary gypsum deposits, one can also find dolomite, in variable praportions. No 
other salt minerals have been found up to now. The gypsum precipitation does not need very arid 
conditions, gypsum and dolomite can be praduced by an early precipitation within the evaporite 
sedimentation sequence. 

- Clastic sediments pass laterally to gypsum deposits but both can be fram siightly different times. In a first 
stage a flood takes place (Fig. 7). There is not gypsum precipitation in the closed lake because the water 
mass is undersaturated. In a second stage, the runoff decreases, the inflow-evaporation balance changes, 
the evaporation exceeds the inflow and the gypsum precipitation is made possible. Both stages belong to 
a sedimentary cycle. 

- We must also consider that before the end of the Tórtola fan sedimentation there was a rise of base level, 
prabably due to tectonic movements. The rise of the base level would have caused an increase in the 
surface of the water mass, a greater evaporation and an in crease in the gypsum precipitation in the 
Loranca Basin. Consequently the gypsum deposits praceeded on clastic sediments. The high base level 
remained also during the Valdeganga fan deposition. 

On the other hand, gypsum beds with clastic structures (large and small scale crass stratification) 
appear among the gypsum evaporite deposits. The grains of the gypsarenites have the same textural features 
as the gypsum primary crystals. The reworked gypsum is difficult to distinguish fram primary gypsum and a 
careful field work is necessary to find the clastic structures. Synsedimentary tectonic praduced folds during 
Tertiary sedimentation and «cannibalism» fram previous materials can be deduced. The folded evaporite 
gypsum beds became an abundant so urce of sediments within the basin. 
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t'ig. 17. Erosional rcacLivaLion surtaces. A, Lhe overlying poim bar deposit is conformable Lo the reacLivaLion surracc. 13; Lhe overlying 
point bar is not conformable to the reactivation surface. 
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12. BIOTURBATION STRUCTURES IN GYPSUM AND BIOGENIC CHERT 

In the continental Tertiary of Central Spain silicification pro ces ses are frequent in sediments of eloscd 
basins, and different types of opals and cherts are formed. Of all the latter an special kind prevails in the 
Loranca basin: «the biogenic chert» (Fig. 18 A). 

These biogenic cherts are produced by silicification of bioturbated gypsum (Bustillo and Díaz-Molina, 
1980). They are ver y interesting because the morphology of the bioturbation structures appears much more 
elearly than in the gypsum deposits. 

The bioturbation produced a special kind of gypsum rock: «tubular facies». This rock is completely 
formed by a great many vertical and subvertical pedotubules (Brewer, 1964). A longitudinal section, 
through a pedotubule shows successive meniscus laminations. The laminations are formed by lens-shaped 
gypsum crystals, aligned in the direction of their maximum length which is parallel to the e crystalographic 
axis (Fig. 18 B). 

The meniscus laminations are described in the striotubules (Brewer, 1964; Freytet and Plaziat, 1982, 
among others) and are generally considered to be animal burrows. In a crass-section the gypsum crystals are 
arranged around a vertical axis, often like concentric bands. This latter arra'1gement can result simply fram 
the observation of a cross-section of the meniscus structure. 

On the other hand, the disposition, dimensions and shapes of the tubules can be better observed in the 
chert than in the gypsum deposits. It is not the same as far fS the internal structure is concerned. Usually the 
tubules are parallel to each other but sometimes they are interbreeded. The lengths of the vertical or 
subvertical pedotubules vary from a few centimetres to about 40 centimetres. Sometimes they cut bedding 
surfaces. The diameters of the different pedotubules range from 0.5 to about 1 cm. Nevertheless there is no 
variation in the diameter of one same pedotubule. Generally they do not show downward bifurcation (less 
than I per thousand of the pedotubules are branched) and there is no external ornamentation. 

In the tubule, there is no pseudomorphic replacement of lenticular gypsum by quartz but it is seldom 
possible to see the menisclls laminations (Fig. 18 C and D). The quartz textures (length-slow chalcedony and 
all the kinds of megaquartz in general) indicate only earlier evaporitic deposits. 

In these quartz cherts there are many minute organic-siliceous corpuseles (Fig. 18 E) and occasionally 
sorne spores. These organic siliceous corpuseles are thought to have been formed during the early stage of 
the silicification. The first phases of the silica precipitation contain previously dissolved organic material 
and then organic siliceous corpuseles are produced. So they could indicate that the environment of the 
gypsum host-sediments was very rich in organic matter. 

The field characteristics described in the gypsums and cherts may, be found in burrows as well as in 
plant root traces. Nevertheless sorne of these characteristics (e.g. constant diameter, and no branching) are 
more frequent in burrows (Klappa, 1980). This together with the fact that the pedotllbllles have meniscus 
laminations drives us to think thar most of the pedotubules could be burrows, although previously we had 
interpreted them as rhizoconcretions (Bus tillo and Díaz-Molina, 1980). 

13. PALEOCLIMATIC INFERENCE 

A paleoelimatic mode! may be inferred on the basis of the Mammal succession recorded in the Loranca 
basin. The pracedure and method of inference is described in Van Der Weerd and Daams, 1978; Daams and 
Van Der Meulen, 1983. 

The most complete succession ineludes the Tórtola and Valdcganga systems, ánd ranges from ¡he 
Upper Oligocene to the Lower Miocene. Very important changes take place in the mammalian fauna 
ineluding differences in diversity as well as in composition. 

The two important macromammal assemblages found in Carrascosa (Late Oligocene) and Loranca 
(Early Miocene) (see Díaz-Molina, 1978; Díaz-Molina and López-Martínez, 1979) are largely dominated by 
one or two large, open-land herbivores (Rhinocerotids and Giraffoids herds); in these assemblages the 
micromammal fauna al so shows a predominan ce of hypsodont xerophitofagous Rodents and Lagomorphs 
(lssiodoromys and Lagopsis - Armantomys respectively). We consider that these two events reflect a relative 
arid landscape, located in the Antoingt unit and Z unit (see Pig. 2). 

The faunas of the period between both Carrascos a and Loranca events, as well as the faunas over the 
Loranca event, shbw a more diversified pattern, and several hydraphylous taxa are more frequently 
recorded (smali size Glirids, Eomyids). These assemblages may indicate a relatively more humid enviroment. 
Temperature has been inferred by Daams and van der Meulen, 1983, which seems to agree with the marine 
paleotemperature m~del (Muller, 1983). These ·authors propase a relative cold elimate for the arid cvents, 
and warmer elimate during the humid phases; the absolute temperature range might be tropical or 
subtropical in the whole period. 
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Fig. 18. Bioturbated gypsum and biogenic chert. A, arrangement of pedotubules in the biogenic chert. Scale bar represents 5 cm. B, 
photomicrograph showing a longitudinal section through a gypsum striotubule with dolomicrite. The meniscus laminations are formed 
by gypsum crystals. Scale bar represents 500 ¡.,t . e, chert striotubule showing the meniscus lamination. Scale bar represents 7 mm. O, 
photomicrograph of the chert striotubule, crossed nicols. Scale bar represents 250 J.l . E, photomicrograph showing organic-siliceous 
corpuscles contained withill thé quartz textures of the chert. Scale bar represents 125 ¡.,t . 
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PART 11 

DESCRIPTION OF STOPS 

This field trip has been planned to show various palaeochannel situatiom and the l'\'olutiol1 01' the ramo 
The stops have been arranged in a sequen ce from the coarser bed-load low-sinuosity palaeochannels to 

the high sinuosity models. Examples belonging to the Valdeganga and Tórtola fans have been mixed in the 
sequence of stops, depending on palaeochannel model and the itinerary (Fig. 19) . 

.. ~------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
Ga re ¡narro 

o 5 10 

Mon calvillo de 
Huete 

15 

Fig. 19. Itinerary ano local io n 0 1' sto ps. 

FISRT DAY 

- Stops 1 and 2: 

20 Km. 

Localities: along the Júcal' River Valley. 

References: Figs. 8 A and B, and 19. 

Lorenzo de 
Parrilla 

Subject: conglomerate bodies of the Valdeganga fan a pex. . 
Two characteristics of the apex deposits of the Valdeganga fan are conspicuous. The lack of boulder

-size material, and the dominance of tractive currents. 
The Valdeganga fan apex deposits form a continuous conglomerate body, made of an imbricate stack 

of braided channel fills , The maximum sizes of the channel fills are aorund 6 m deep and up to 50 m wide, 
The fill of these channels is made of massive framework gravel, and horizontal, trough and planar cross
-bedded framework gravel facies (Gm, Gms and Gt of the letter code proposed by Rust, 1978). Sand-grade 
facies are al so present, with large scale cross-stratificacion, horizontal stratification, and small scale and 
c1imbing-ripple cross-strati fication. 

The river beds were dominated by gravel bars, constructed of massive gravel, and of horizontal and 
planar cross-bedded grave!. These structures reflect either the stage of bar formation (massive gravel 
correspondin.g to the diffuse gravel sheet of Hein and Walker, 1977), or flow conditions that controlled the 
development of slip facies (Hein and Walker, 1977; Rust, 1978). 
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The trough cross-bedded grav·el facies often overlies scoured surfaces, and it formed as the tlow crossed 
over in minor channels. The process can be compared with that proposed for sand bars forming by flow 
expansion (Cant, 1978). 

Dunes would be the most frequent bed-forms between gravel bars. The fint::r grained sand is common' at 
the top of the channel fills, probably related to discharge decrease as the channel was filled. 

In stop 1 sand and gravel facies can be seen. Stop 2 deals with channel geometries and fillings. 

- Stop 3: 

Locality: the exposure is situated on the eastern tlank of the Zafra de Záncar anticline, 1.5 km S-SE of 
Torrebuceit. . 

References: Figs. lOB, 11 B, 19 and 20. 
Subject: example of sandy braided river. Tórtola system. 

The exposure has a lateral extension of 170 m and two superimposed palaeochannels are present. 
Both palaeochannels reveal a braidcd model, and they could have belonged either to the same river or to 

different individual systems (Díaz-Molina, 1983). The interpretation of a braided model has been based on 
several criteria: the presence of smaller imbricate channels (unit A, Fig. 20), the preservation of sand tlat 
sequences and geometries (unit B-2, C-2 and C-3) and lastly the minor channel incisions on the bars and sand 
tlats (units B-2, C-2 and E). 

Sand flats are a type of geomorpholical element identified in the Saskatchewan River (Cant and 
Walker, 1978).They are braid bars ranging from 50 m to 2 km in length, and 30 to 450 m in width. 

The sand flat sequen ces begin with foreset stratification which is the internal structure of a transverse or 
linguoid bar. The foreset stratification overlies scoured surfaces, this relation reveals that the bars have been 
formed in areas of flow expansion (Cant, 1978). Within the bar foreset stratification there are multiple 
convex upward erosion surfaces which, at least in unit B-2, have been formed by superimposed bed forms. 

In one of the examples of bar accretion (unit B-2), changes in the crest line have been deduced (Díaz
Molina, 1983). This feature could have happened during an epi so de of continuous faIling stage as described 
in recent rivers (Smith, 1971; Cant and Walker, 1978). 

The aggradation on these bars was produced in higher stage, according to the Saskatchewan River 
model. The aggradation was made mainly by ripple cross stratification. 

Bar and sand flat dissections by smaller channels occur during the falling and low stages in rivers (Ore, 
1964; Smith, 1971; Cant and Walker, 1978; Blodgett and Standley, 1981). As the bed forms are dissected, 
parts become emergent and the rivers show a braided pattern. 

- Stop 4: 

Locality: Castillejo del Romeral. 
References: Figs. 6A, lOA, 19 and 21. 
Subject: example of gravelly-sandy braided river. 

The Castillejo del Romeral exposure corresponds to the upper part of the Tórtola fan succession, which 
is continuous with the base of. the Valdeganga fan sediments. The boundary between the two depositional 
systems is located aboye the silty clays with gypsum crystals that appear in the section (Fig. 21). 

Near the Castillejo del Romeral locality, two stacked palaeochannels can be seen. The lower one 
corresponds to a high sinuosity river deposit, which is eroded at the top by a braided system. The braided 
system deposit is composed of imbricate channel fills of conglomerate and/or sand grade material. The 
sedimentary structures that fill the minor channels have been represented in figure 21. 

This palaeochannel could correspond to a more active area of the Tórtola fan. It is located 40 km from 
the apex, and in lateral areas, of similar radius length, sandy deposits predominate in the palaeochannels. 

Marginal overbank deposits are present on the top of the palaeochannel filling. They are both crevasse
splay sand levee deposits . Climbing ripple structures have be en preserved in these sediments. These 
overbank deposits are synchronous with the upper channels of the system, which migrated to the north-west. 

SECOND DAY 

- Stop 5: 

Locality: near Villanueva de los Escuderos. 
References: Figs. 19,22 and 23. 

Subject: example of an intermediate sinuosity palaeochannel. 
This stop allows the examination of a threedimensional palaeochannel exposure. The palaeochannel 

filling is a largely arcuate body in which the depositional units have different geometries depending on the 

.--
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Fig. 22. Stop 5. Arcuate body of intermediate sinuosity palaeochanneL 

section. In a section coinciding with a bend radius, low imgle lateral accretion surfaces are present (Fig. 22), 
but along the channel bend the depositional units only reveal aggrada~ion. 

According to Ethridge and Schumm (1978) there is a simple and direct method for reconstructing 
palaeochannel morphology and f10w characteristics. This is an example of an intermediate sinuosity 
palaeochannd. The estimations have the following values: 

W* 10m W 114m 
0* = 76 m O 6.5 m 

F 17.5 
p l.61 
Qm 110 m3/s 
Qma = 706 m3/s 
S = 2.8 m/km 

The geometries and facies relationships of this palaeochannel differ from those of the hign sinuosity 
point bar deposits in the same basin. For example the geometry of the whole sand body is more elongated 
than the point crescent bar attached to the inner meander bend of the high sinuosity river examples. In 
addition, the palaeocurrent observations along the whole palaeochannel reveal that the f10w lines were 
nearly parallel to the bend, instead of being directed to the inner bank. . 

At the base of the palaeochannel two conglomeratic bodies are present. They are interpreted as 
composite bars that have been formed mainly by gravel bar aggradation. The discontinuous arrangement of 
the composite bars suggests formation by riffle and pool bed pa,ttern. 

The section A (Fig. 23) is perpendicular to the channel bend, coino(ding with a meánder bend radius. 
The unit 2 (Fig. 23) shows a finning upwards sequence. However, in section B ·there is not a sequential 
pattern of structures. the large scale foreset cross stratification that appears in section B (Fig. 23) is 
interpreted as being the internal structure of bars. These bed forms could have been originated from f10w 
expansion on entry into the channel bend (Cant, 1978). 

- Stop 6 (optional): 

Locality: Between Vdlisca and Mazarulleque. 

Reference: Fig. 12. 

Subject: Low sinuosity palaeochannel with vertical accretion. 
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- Stop 7: 

Locality: near Huete. 

Referenc~s: Figs. 19 and 24. 
Subject: point bars and overbank deposits. 

In the exposure two point bars are present (Fig. 24). The point bars are adjoined, showing transverse 
sections. The point bars can be distinguished by the variation in their vertical thicknesses, which allow 
identification of two distinct bodies. The point bar sequences are similar to those represented in figure 14a. 
Overbank sediments associated with the younger point bar body can be seen in the outcrop. 

Estimations of the morphologic and hydrologic characteristics have been made from measurements 
obtained from the younger poin! bar body: 

W* 11.5 m W 17.3 m 
0* 2.5 m O 1.8 m 

F 9.7 
p 1.9 
Qm = 2.2 m-' / s 
Qma 55 m3,'s 
S = 0.9 m/km 

point bar bodies 

" -- --
: ~ . -~ ::--~-::-~:----: , '-''::::; .~! ':. ;:-, ~ -"'-.:0:' ':"-:C:::. ,;-o.;:oc:. T: / t ~ -."-~ -;,o~, 

J 

Fig. 24. Stop 7. Adjoined point bar bodies. 
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-- Stop 8: 

L.ocalitj: Ileal' Huete. 

Referentes: Figs. 17 A amI B, 19 and 25. 

Subject: l11eande: loop l'eactivaLion surfaces. 
This examplc sho\\.': lJ'::lIl~ver~c and approxilllately longitudinal seclions 01' the successive poinl bar 

bodies . 
. The changes in point bar migrations of this outcrop have been drawn in figure 25. Sorne bed sets are 

convexo This arrangement has been interpreted as nearly corresponding to a longitudinal scction, through a 
point bar. The mode of lateral accretion 01' the point bal's has been based on the meander growt h-pattern!' 01' 
the Beaton River (Hicking, 1974). 

The estimations of the morphologic and hydrologic characteristics have been made from the transverse 
section through the last point bar body: 

- Stop 9: 

W* 19.4 III 
0* = 6.3 m 

W 
O 
F 
p 
Qm 
Qma 
S 

Locality: between Huete and Mazal uHeque. 

References: Figs.18, 19and26. 

29.1 m 
4.1 m 
7.17 
2.06 
11 mJ/s 
151 Ill J/s 
0.42 m/klll 

Subject: at this stop, it is possible to see a vertical section where c1astic gypsum deposils, as wel! as very 
developed biogenic cherts with lateral continuity are frequent. 

There are two main lithofacies of gypsum. One of them «the powder gypsum» (Fig. 26) is lillle 
cOlllpact, porous and in several cases, presents large and smal! scale cross st rati fications. Thc gypsulll 
crystals are weH differentiatecl, show lenticular shapes and their length varies between 50-500 ¡;. althollgh in 
sorne cases they may attain 1 mm. Sometimes this lithofacies presents some peclotubulcs 01' bioturbalion, bUL 
they are scarce. 

The other lithofacies is compact, and often presents the bioturbation. The whole rock is formed by 
slriotubules which are made up by lenticular gypsum crystals. These latter have the same sizc and shape as 
those described in the previously mentioned lithofacies although they are frequently welded·: 

At the base of the column, the lenticular gypsum crystals grow in. beds of dolomicrite. Sometirnes these 
beds al so present the bioturbation structures, but no c1astic structures. 

The uneven beds and nodules of cher~ are between a few centimetres and one metrc thickcr, many 01' 
them rcproducing the bioturbation structures. 

They have been formed either by silicification of the dolomicrite with lenticular gypsum cryslal bcd s or 
by silicification 01' the biotllrbated compact gypsum. We think all these gypsum deposits could be eva[)oritic 
primary deposits. After the bioturoalion they were affected by an early diagenelic silicification which 
incorporated the dissolved organic materials existing as a result of this bioturbation. 

- Stop 10 (optional): 

Locality: near Garcinarro. 

References: Fig. 12. 

Subject: low sinuosity palaeochannel with vertical accretioll. 

- Stop 11: 

Locality: between Huete and Moncalvillo de Huete. 

References: Figs. 6B, llA, 13A and B, 27, 28 and 29. 

Subject: braided and meandering examples. 
In this section the stratigraphic succession corresponds to the upper part of the Tórtola fan, inc1uding 

the transition to gypsum deposits. The palaeochannels that are clescribed in the tex! corres pon lo those 
indicated in figure 27. Marginal overbank deposits can also be observed in the exposure (Fig. 61\). 

Palaeochannel number 1 (Figs. I1A and 27). 
In this section the lower palaeochannel shows a braided pattern. The palaeochannel body is composed 

of a braid bar and of imbricate channels, the channel fills reveal different types of connection with the main 
f10w in the river system. 
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Fig. 25. Stop 8. Successive poinl bar bodies and meander loop reconstruccion. Poinl bar bodies are boundecJ by discordances. 
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The most relevant feature in this outcrop is the preservation of a longitudinal or linguoid bar. This bed- . 
-form has been decluced from several features: lhe bar body externa l geomelry is convex in a perpendicular 
section lO lhe now (pig. 11 A). ~nd jls internal geometry is fdrmed by convex laminae, with large scale cross 
stratification al lhe top o The'cros's sirati ricalion was probably related to dune migration on the stoss si de of 
lhe bar. This bed-form surfacc' has been lightly erocled, and its preservation could be a consequence of a 
slow rate of discharge decrease (Jones, 19]7), accom panied by exposure of the macro-bed-form as a braid 
bar in the river bed. The subsequent discharge increase 'could have produced lateral accretion units on the 
bar. A similar process has been observed in the Volga River, related to the helicoidal flow that develops in 
the sinuous channels between the braid bars (Shantzer, inAilen, 1965). '-. . 

Another feature in the outcróp is the lateral filling of a channel that was not connected up~tream to the 
flow. Its fill consists of a coarsening upward sequence which may have been produced by the lateral 
denection of the flow by a lateral channel, as described by Costello and Walker (1971). 

The 3rd palaeochannel (Fig. 27) is an example of a meander loop. The outcrop is thn;edimensional, and 
the changes in the direction of migration can be observed on top of the deposit. Figure 28 shows a 
reconstruction of the meander loop growth. 

The entire body has an upward convex boundary (Fig. 13A), and this geometry corresponds to the last 
point bar, that has been cut longitudinally. 

In this section (Fig. 27) the 4th palaeochannel is the most complex body (Fig . 29). The body has a nearly 
flat erosional limit at the base, and its upper outline undulates. The exposure can be divided into distinct 
sandy deposits. Most of the sections cut point bar ·sequences, but one may correspond to a channel fill. The 
channel filling is a sandy deposit constituting a composite bar (Fig. 29). This bar was formed by a 
channelized flow between two meander loop bodies and could represent a chute bar deposit. The convex up 
arrangement in the bar fot.esets is interpreted as being an accretionary feature resulting from the migration 
of a linguoid crest. 
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The whole sandy body has becn formed by both the lateral and vertical stacking of high sinuosity river 
deposits. Figure 29 shows a plan view reconstruction of the point bar deposits that have produced the 
sinuous geometry in the top of the outcrop . 

.:- Stop 12 (oplional): 

Locality: 

Subjetl: 
between Huele and Moncalvillo de Huete. 
low sinuosity palaeo~annel. 
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